Dear Mr. Spencer,

I was fully intending to have come at the Revival last Friday night, but my illness and the distance at the last moment. I found myself unable to go. I wrote to Mr. W. Harris—I gave him the message that he feared for his bronchitis—and trilled must prevent his coming here. Mr. Harris showed me what he termed a “bull warmer” the other evening. He was speaking of the Manns who obtained it recently near Termination Lake—a “bull warmer” and north of the McDonald range.
It is a churrúpa about a fort in length and in appearance reduced, transmission so
unidestimable for time you have.

There is also a handwritten call-
message that bears about formula
in length. It shall be a sound piece
d of work. My sketch and theirs
are "unpromising" idea of the thing.

I thought you would like to know
as it seems to indicate a very wide
extent over which these beliefs connote
buñuelas churrúpas written.

Yours sincerely

[Signature]